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I am delighted and honored to be here. As a native Southerner, I am always happy to be back in 
my native South, where I don’t have to explain that men who call their fathers “Daddy” do so 
out of emotional strength rather than mental deficiency; where true haute cuisine is a plate of 
barbecue, a side of hush puppies, a jar of sweet tea, and a Krispy Kreme donut; and that the 
three most important words in the English language—especially in basketball season—are 
“Anybody but Duke.” 

My mission today, as I see it, is to be both advocate and provocateur—to both report on what 
we see afoot in the professional arts field and to pose questions about what this may imply for 
the work you do in colleges and universities. While I hope to hearten you at times, I feel certain 
that I am likely to say things that will disturb or even enflame some of you. Nevertheless, I hope 
that in our time together we can pursue and embody the pathway of creativity as described by 
[cultural anthropologist] Angeles Arrien: “showing up—really showing up—listening deeply, 
speaking the truth, and letting go of predetermined results.” 

To begin: During my tenure at the Doris Duke Charitable Foundation, we would periodically 
convene artists, managers, administrators, and board members from those fields to ask, in 
essence, “What keeps you up at night?” 

We heard three kinds of issues in these conversations. While we heard idiosyncratic issues 
particular to one discipline but not to others—issues like the collapse of Tower Records, shifting 
redistribution channels for music through radio and iPods, and the emergence of the 
automobile as the single most important concert venue for music—issues that are critical in 
music but that do not resonate at all for jazz or dance.  

We heard chronic issues of undercapitalization for arts organizations and undercompensation 
for many artists—issues that are systemic for a nonprofit industry arguably predicated on 
discounted labor. 
 
But in keeping with today’s theme of futures, I wanted to share four themes we heard that 
seem especially urgent in today’s world—and increasingly powerful in shaping the world to 
come.  

First, we heard concerns about the increasing dysfunctionality of the 501(c)3 model—the 
breakdown of old fundraising strategies, the difficulties of managing boards, and the hunger for 
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new models, as arts leaders, increasingly overwhelmed said “I went into this business not from 
desire to manage a large organization, but because of a love for the arts. Now my life is about 
fundraising, board cultivation, school board policy, advocacy and the like. Weeks go by without 
my setting foot in a rehearsal hall; artists come and go in our building whose names I don’t even 
know. Something is wrong with this picture: Isn’t there another way for us to finance and 
support the work we are called to do?”  

Second, we heard about an impending generational transfer of leadership, as a founding and/or 
presiding generation of leaders retires or moves on. A Meyers Foundation report in 2006 
predicted that 75 percent of all not-for-profit chief executives—including but not limited to 
those in the arts—would have leave their jobs by 2012, citing burnout from fundraising and 
exhaustion from working with their boards as their top two reasons. While this has not 
happened—due in no small part to an economic downturn, the lack of viable alternative 
employment, and the diminished retirement portfolios to the now too proverbial 201(k)—the 
transfer is coming. For decades, we in the arts have wondered, “Where in the arts will we find 
the young people who want the long hours, the bad pay, and the lives of social and financial 
masochism with which we contented ourselves?” but in these conversations, we heard a very 
different response from the youngest participants. “There are more than enough of us willing 
and ready to lead,” they said, “But we don’t want to be the mere custodians of that thing you 
made. Unless we are given the power and autonomy to shape and change your organizations, 
we won’t be interested”—a perspective that means the issue is not the identity of an heir 
apparent, the real issue is organizational capacity for flexibility and change. 

Third, we heard about mystifying shifts in audience composition and behavior. We in the U.S. 
are moving rapidly to a nonmajority country—as California and Texas, two of our largest states, 
for example, have already done—a shift to diversity that our fields have yet to fully embrace 
and that challenge organizations at every level—staff, board, artists and audience. And while 
this shift offers us fantastic new opportunities—not only in revealing enormous richness in 
heritage and music forms from all over the world, but also in new aesthetic, new collaborations, 
new forms of cultural and physical expressions—it challenges a presumed allegiance and 
understanding of traditional Eurocentric forms of expression and social customs on which our 
nonprofit arts industry has been built.  

Even retaining the more traditional audience is increasingly perplexing: single ticket sales are 
down, subscriptions are down, aggregate attendance is down. Even a decade ago, 42 percent of 
men and 58 percent of women said, “I am too tired to do the things I want to do,” and the 
number-one answer to a poll asking what people most eagerly anticipated on a free evening 
was no longer going to a play, attending a the opera or the symphony, or even having dinner 
with friends, but was instead “I want a good night’s sleep.” After decades of growth, our 
audiences are shrinking, and our own financial needs, driven in many cases by escalating fixed 
costs of facilities, insurance, health care and more, in tandem with flat or negative shifts in 
funding, mean escalating ticket prices that threaten to place attendance beyond so many in our 
communities we wish to reach and serve. 
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Finally, we heard about the mystifying impact of technology on the performing arts—impact 
felt on at least three levels: 

 As competition. While we initially saw the Internet as a great ally in marketing, it has 
now emerged as our biggest competitor for time and attention. Now, depending on 
whom you read, in order to gain attention, music companies must compete with 
between four and six thousand different marketing messages a typical American 
sees every single day. Leisure-time Internet consumption has increased more than 
50 percent in the last three years alone, and according to The New York Times, by 
the time she graduates from college, a young woman will have spent 20,000 hours 
online and an additional 10,000 hours playing computer games—a reminder we now 
operate in a cultural context where computer games outsell music and movie 
recordings combined and are reviewed in the Arts and Culture section of The New 
York Times.  
 

 As shaper of consumer expectation. Thanks to the Internet, we believe we can get 
anything we want anytime we want it, shopping at 4:00 in the afternoon or 3:00 in 
the morning, ordering jeans tailor-made to our own bodies, delivered to our front 
doorsteps—expectations of personalization, customization, and convenience that 
live concert music, which has set curtains, set venues, attendance inconveniences of 
travel, parking, and the like, simply cannot meet. 
 

 And as determinant of cultural economics. What will it mean when we ask a young 
person to pay $50, $75, $100 for a symphony, opera, or concert, when that young 
person is used to downloading culture on demand 24/7 for $1.29 a song—or for 
free? 
 

These are huge, seismic issues. But however particular these issues feel to us in the arts, we are 
not alone: We are essentially in the midst of a realignment of cultural expression and 
communication—a realignment that is shaking the newspaper and television network 
industries and the publishing and book industries and that that is redefining and challenging 
higher education with the rise of online universities, MOOCs, and certificate programs and (in 
an indication of what may be yet to come) that has led to the aforementioned collapse of 
Tower Records and Borders Books in the shadow of the ever growing Amazon.com.  

Surely we see ourselves in the words of poet Adrienne Rich in The Dream of a Common 
Language XIII: “We’re out in a country that has no language, no laws ... Whatever we do 
together is pure invention. The maps they gave us were out of date by years …” 

And aren’t you glad you invited me here to brighten your day? 

As an occasional student of history, I was struck by a question at the ISPA [International Society 
for the Performing Arts] conference in 2009, when, in considering this stress, an audience 
member asked, “What if we are in the equivalent of the religious Reformation of the fifteenth 
century? Could it be we are in the early days of an arts reformation?” 
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This question resonated deeply on several levels. 

Both reformations have been spurred by technological breakthrough--the invention of the 
printing press meant anyone could own a Bible, tracts nailed on a door in one town could be 
reproduced en masse and appear across a country in a matter of days—and God knows we are 
in the midst of a technological revolution and a mass redistribution of knowledge.  

The Reformation obliterated old business models. As Russell Willis Taylor, former CEO of 
National Arts Strategies has observed, “The Reformation was a great time to be a land buyer 
and a rotten time to be a monastery”—a reminder that we need to at least examine the 
question of whether the symphony orchestra, for example, might be the monastery of today. 

But at its heart, the Reformation challenged the notion of intermediation—Why do a I need a 
priest to intercede for me with God?—a question that is finding a direct parallel today as more 
and more people question the necessity of a professional artist to have a creative, artistic 
experience.  

Just as the religious Reformation reconceived and broadened the universe of how religion 
would operate, when and where it would operate, and who would be empowered to act, giving 
rise to new denominations, new religious rituals, new opportunities both for clergy to practice 
in radically new ways and for the common layperson to assume responsibility for her own 
spiritual experience, we are witnessing an explosion of new practices and challenges to old 
assumptions.  

Alan Brown, on behalf of the Irvine Foundation, has actually redefined audience interaction as a 
five-band spectrum of possibility: first, the performance—a musician(s) plays or sings, that 
product to which many of us have dedicated our lives, and that represents the focus of many of 
your programs, culminating in performances, whatever the genre or period; next, the 
elaborated performance, i.e., the addition of program notes, talk-backs with musicians, meet- 
the-artists sessions with the choreographer, and more—essentially ancillary materials and 
experiences designed to enhance the performance but in which the “artists create, audiences 
consume” is maintained. 
 
But then a bright line of sorts is crossed—one in which the audience exercises increasing 
degrees of curatorial and interpreted control. First we have cocurated arts events, where the 
audience has an active say in the choice of the artist to be engaged or the work to be 
presented. Symphonies in some cities now ask audiences to vote between the Beethoven 5th, 
the Tchaikovsky 1812, or John Williams’s Star Wars for concert pieces, and perhaps the rise of 
the audience-adjudicated contest—whether American Idol or America’s Got Talent—fits here as 
well. 
 
One further step to the right, we find cocreated arts events, where the audience has an active 
role in the creation of the work itself. Eric Whitacre created “Lux Arumque”—[and performed 
the piece with] an online choir (and if you haven’t seen it on YouTube, find it!) chosen from 
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thousands of online auditioners to produce a seamless, stunning chorale while making him the 
best-selling living classical composer in Britain today.  
 
Marin Alsop has launched the Rusty Musicians Program at the Baltimore Symphony, auditioning 
former trained musicians now turned banker or realtor or stay-at-home parent, to effectively 
double the orchestra size by playing besides the professionals at select concerts. This program 
has now not only increased audience attendance, as formerly disinterested community 
members turn out to see their friends and coworkers play, but that has changed the symphony 
as well. The musicians—the group initially most hostile and resistant to this program—have 
been deeply inspired and renewed by the passion, the discipline, the dedication of their 
avocational counterparts. 
 
And in Saint Paul [Minnesota], we know that the hardest ticket to score annually is the Messiah 
Sing-Along—a signal of the hunger people have, not merely to watch, but to participate with 
professionals.  
 
And finally, we have surrender of space and resources—the flash mob, the surrender of public 
plaza to dozens of theatre and music performance pieces at the [San Francisco] Yerba Buena 
Center attended by more than 3,000 people while 250 watched the sold-out performances of 
[playwright] Young Jean Lee’s Untitled Feminist Show inside, or the dedication of subway 
platforms and street corners to young hip-hop troupes, or jazz clubs that set aside evenings 
every month for local avocational community jam sessions.. 
 

For in this new age, while traditional live arts attendance is eroding, arts participation—
avocational citizens accessing professional work through technology, but now writing their own 
poems, making their own movies, singing their own songs—is exploding at an enormous rate. 
We are seeing the emergence of the hybrid artist: avocational artists doing work at a 
professional level—a group dubbed elsewhere as the Pro-Ams—a group whose work populates 
YouTube, film festivals, music competitions, and more at one end of the spectrum, and—at the 
other—professional artists who choose to work outside of the traditionally hermetic arts 
environment, not from financial necessity but because the work they feel called to do cannot 
be accomplished in the narrow confines of the gallery, the concert hall, or the theatre. These 
hybrid artists are expanding our sense of aesthetic possibilities—even as they assault our 
traditional notions of cultural authority and undermine the assumed ability of traditional arts 
organizations to set the cultural agenda.  

 Now, this expanded set of opportunities is not for everyone. But it is a new set of 
opportunities—one that is leading forward-thinking artists and organizations to ask, “Where in 
this spectrum can we find value? Where can we offer value? And how can we move more 
fluidly back and forth through this spectrum as opportunity and occasion warrant?” 
 
Such thinkers are making new paths. Formats are changing. Venues—like *New York’s+ Poisson 
Rouge—are changing. Organizations—ICE [International Contemporary Ensemble], Eighth 
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Blackbird—are changing, as these thinkers fundamentally challenge and redefine where, how, 
with whom, for whom, with what resources, and why the music is made.  

Comparably expansive thinking is proceeding in exciting ways at many colleges and universities, 
which are hungry for us to expand our purview and move into new roles within our institutions. 
Indeed, while we have engaged in the STEM versus STEAM debate—one that recognizes the 
arts as a discrete discipline worthy of its own study, there is increasing appreciation for what I 
would call STEM raised to the A power—learning transformed through the animating power of 
the arts—efforts that are transforming pedagogy, transforming interest in the arts, 
transforming public conviction that the arts are increasingly essential in these difficult times.  

The Creative Campus movement has fostered a number of these projects: Turtle Island String 
Quartet working on a campuswide program around Creationism and Evolution at the University 
of Kansas, for example, or—in many ways my favorite—the partnership program at the 
University of Michigan Musical Society placing musicians in residence at the medical school to 
teach doctors in training how to listen—a project so successful that, when arts funding ended, 
the Medical School elected to pay for its continuation—a crossover of learning paralleled 
outside of academia by the much-vaunted Memphis Symphony program using string quartets 
to teach FedEx executives collaborative team leadership. 

Many of you may have heard in all of this a death knell for traditional concert music format, so 
let me be clear: the religious Reformation did not obliterate the Catholic Church. Just as 500 
years later, many people around the world still find deep meaning in High Mass and formal 
religious institutions, I for one believe that the historic institutions that we have funded to date 
at their best will continue to be worthy of our investment. They currently and will represent the 
best opportunities for lives of economic dignity for many artists, and the logical place where 
artists who need and deserve to work at a certain scale can find an appropriate home. 
Whatever we do as a community, we must continue to nurture and sustain these groups, and 
especially support their efforts to adapt and change to the larger world.  

They need and will continue to need the conservatory mission, dedicated to honing and refining 
expertise, craft and musical skill to its highest level.  

But these institutions are likely to be fewer in number and less and less likely to command the 
lion’s share of philanthropic resources.  

And indeed, it is in this environment of expanded opportunity, shifting formats, recalibrating 
value, and redefined roles that you are being asked to train your students and the professionals 
of the future. Regardless of mission or aesthetic, forward-thinking departments must at least 
consider the following questions: What if the true mission of a music organization is not to 
produce music, but is social orchestration in which the production is a piece, but only a piece, 
of what we are called to do? What if the future will be less interested in products to be 
consumed than in experiences that serve as springboards to their own creativity? What would 
we do differently if we thought of ourselves less as music departments and more as platforms 
designed to aggregate live aural energy? 
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The artists and administrators that choose to pursue those new pathways will need a very 
different set of skills. Emphasis on voter registration methods and moveon.org may be more 
relevant to their future than Subscribe Now (with all due respect and affection to the late and 
great Danny Newman). The pop-up or ephemeral organization—a pattern increasingly visible in 
theatre and dance—may be more relevant than the permanent institution; miscapitalization, 
viability, and adaptability may be more appropriate lenses than undercapitalization, 
sustainability, and stability. At the very least, intercultural fluency, technological facility, policy 
articulation, grasp of political process, donor psychology, and community organizing will be 
baseline skills only in the management of organizations, but potentially in artistic practice, 
especially for the civically inclined artist.  

Teaching these new skills, embracing them in the curriculum, will be enormously challenging. It 
will beg the question, not of what we will add, but of what we will let go of—what we will stop 
requiring to give space, time, and energy to the study and development of these new essential 
skills.  

But how do we prioritize and decide? In this journey, we must begin by asking: Why must we 
exist today? Because we have a building is no longer good enough. Because we have a staff and 
board is no longer good enough. Because we have a history of critical reviews and awards is no 
longer good enough. What is it in the world that mandates that we continue forward and 
flourish today? 

Every department must begin by asking itself four questions: 

1. What is the value of music (not of my music department) for our communities—
communities of students, faculty, town, and nation? 

2. What is the value music alone has or that music offers better than anything else? 
 

3. How would our communities be damaged if we closed our doors and went away 
tomorrow? 
 

4. And how might my department be optimally structured, poised, and focused to be my 
communities’ best conduit to music?—a question that invites us not to jettison all we 
do, but to keep what is most central and viable, to expand to embrace the new 
possibilities we may not have seen, and to discard past behaviors that do not and will 
not serve us in the future.  

 
I know this is a lot to ask, and that the very real bureaucratic barriers of many institutions can 
be daunting. But two years ago, I heard then-outgoing Tulane [University] President Scott 
Cohen share his experience on returning to a devastated New Orleans after Hurricane Katrina—
a city decimated physically, socially, spiritually. His university—long a leader in higher 
education—longed to reunite, to reconnect to its past, to re-form, reunite, and move forward 
in its long standing mission of being a center for learning and reflection. At the same time, he 
realized, nothing in that mission required Tulane to go beyond its own walls, to reach out to its 
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surrounding community, to roll up its sleeves, get its arms dirty, “to strain in the mud and the 
muck to move things forward, … do what has to be done, again and again,” as Marge Piercy 
would say in her famous poem “To Be of Use.” And so Cohen chose to ignore the mission—to 
require without debate every student, every course, and every department and facet of the 
university to add a public service component to rebuild the city. In the face of significant 
resistance from a highly tenured faculty and uncertainty from the students themselves, Cohen 
called on the community to respond at its most creative and spiritually committed levels. 
Business students counseled start-ups and entrepreneurs, engineers tackled construction, 
philosophy majors worked to rebuild education, recognizing their ability to debate complex 
ideas to start debate clubs in every surrounding high school. Some resistant faculty moved on, 
others frankly were marginalized, but in the wake of this new purpose, applications grew, 
retention rates grew, graduation rates grew, contributions grew, the sense of community grew. 

Like Scott Cohen’s New Orleans, we face a moment of physical, social, and spiritual upheaval 
and distress—and the world is begging us to roll up our sleeves.  

If we can answer understand and truly live our values, if we can think about the needs of our 
multiple communities and be intentional in our place, not only within our colleges or 
universities but in an aggregated landscape of training, we will move from this arts reformation 
into an arts renaissance—a renegotiation of old ideas to flower and flourish in new ways in 
these new and often mystifying times in which we live.  

I am deeply optimistic about the future of music in the academy and in this country, no matter 
how much I may not have sounded so until this moment. 

I am cheered by the eloquence of the Harvard Task Force on the Arts in its cry that the arts 
enable students to become citizens of the world, prepared to apprehend what at first may 
seem only strange and participate in a human creativity that is not hemmed in by fear and 
suspicion or tightly bound by time and space—a cry that has led Harvard to announce its first 
arts major sequences for undergraduates, beginning next year. 

I am cheered by our recent Public Will Building research into the values that Americans place on 
the arts—research that, even as it reminds us that the way we talk about arts is deeply 
alienating to the public, they value the arts for connecting them to themselves and to others, 
and that the most passionate supporters are people under forty and people of color—surely a 
great opportunity for us in moving forward. 

I am cheered that despite the elimination of arts ed classes in schools, a horizontal student-to-
student teaching dynamic has emerged—a shift especially evident in the emergence of hip-hop 
for example, rock bands, and now evident, not only in the academy’s embrace of that art form 
but in the explosion of interest that is seen in the ever-growing arts graduates—almost 120,000 
last year alone and growing 30 percent every decade—a number too large for our industries to 
absorb but that will live on even as the lessons they learned of discipline, rigor, patience, and 
teamwork will stay with them for a lifetime, and their role as arts advocates can be tapped to 
move our cause forward.  
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I have been pondering Peter Coleman’s The Five Percent, a book about how we find ourselves 
stuck in tough problems, whether the impasse in the Middle East between Israel and Palestine, 
or here, closer to home, the abortion rights debate, or perhaps even redefining tax codes and 
economic structures. Coleman suggests that these seemingly intractable problems share three 
common qualities: the emphasis placed on a win/lose/winner-take-all dynamic, the 
oversimplification of issues especially in a sound-bite age, and the tendency of participants to 
surround themselves with self-reinforcing feedback loops, reinforcing their perspectives—as 
apt a description of the Congress of the United States as any I have heard. 
 
The arts in general offer us an alternative to intractability. Instead of competition, we promote 
cooperation; in the face of over simplification, we promote nuance, shades of meaning, and 
substance. And especially now when we are encouraged by ways both overt and subtle to view 
one another with hostility and fear and suspicion and in the face of reinforcing feedback loops, 
at our best we assemble audiences of people not like one another to consider their fellow 
human being with generosity and curiosity. God knows, if we have ever needed that capacity in 
human history, we need it now.  

Let us accept the political miasma around us both as a sign that we have failed and as a charge 
that we must succeed in our quest—not merely to teach technique and expression, but to 
teach listening, whether for audiences or for musicians, who learn to listen to what Bach is 
telling them, to listen to what Mozart is telling them, to listen to what Thelonious Monk is 
telling them as the necessary first step to go beyond mere craft to achieve true art.  

And let us acknowledge and celebrate and accept the responsibility that comes with music—
the power of music to make instant community. When we marched to protest Vietnam, we 
began by singing “Blowing in the Wind”; when we marched to protest racism, we began by 
singing “We Shall Overcome.” While words can divide us, making music—not watching music 
but making music—is a means to instant community—one that forges bonds that transcend 
divisions of age and race and class and time. 

In this way, you are all not only artists—you are social activists, working to build a world of 
inclusion, compassion, empathy, and hope. 

I salute you as activists—wherever you live, whatever your instrument or period of style or 
genre—activists who have the power to change our world one student at a time, one class at a 
time, one community at a time. Just as Bess Gayle, my piano teacher, Henry Whipple my choir 
director, Phyllis Curtin, my teacher—all of whom I carry with me every day and whom I hope I 
have honored and celebrated in some way today—just as they all changed me. 

As Tony Kushner says in Angels in America, “You are fabulous creatures, each and every one. 
And I bless you: More Life. The Great Work Begins.” 

I promise you the hand of the Jerome and Camargo Foundations remain outstretched to music 
both now and for years to come. 
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And I thank you for your kindness and generosity in listening to me this afternoon. Thank you, 
and Godspeed. 

Ben Cameron is the president of the Jerome Foundation, based in St. Paul, Minnesota. The Jerome 

Foundation is a vital source of support for young artists in Minnesota and New York City. Cameron also 

serves as president to the Camargo Foundation, a study center that Jerome Hill established in Cassis, 

France, for the benefit of scholars and artists. 


